Public Digital Humanities

Director

- Deborah E. Whaley (African American Studies/American Studies)

Graduate certificate: public digital humanities
Faculty: http://www.lib.uiowa.edu/studio/people/
Website: http://www.lib.uiowa.edu/studio/pdh-certificate/

The Certificate in Public Digital Humanities offers credentials to graduate students who plan to incorporate digital technology into their future research, teaching, or careers. Students learn to appreciate the diversity of contemporary humanities research methods while exploring core digital tools that underlie many humanistic research projects. Students also learn important skills such as how to manage an original project, collaborate across different academic departments, participate in teams, and communicate technical information to a non-specialist audience.

The certificate provides crucial training and education for the 21st-century humanist interested in the intersection between technology and research.

The Certificate in Public Digital Humanities is administered by the Graduate College.

Programs

Graduate Program of Study

Certificate

- Certificate in Public Digital Humanities